
Name:________________________________________       Gr. 8          Date: ___________________________  

Review of Week 1-6 Word Roots 

Word Root Meanings: Write the full meaning of each word root in Column II and then, write a word 

example in Column III that helps you recall the word root’s meaning.  
  

Word Root Word Root Meaning  Word Example  

1.  fix-      

2.  crypto- / -crypt      

3.  –ary      

4.  ger- / gest-        

5.  sanct-            

6.  dom- / domin- /  

     domest-  
    

7.  frag- / fract- /  

     frang-  
    

8.  centri- / centro-       

9.  -sume / sumpt-      

 

 

Please study the meanings of the Week 1-3 Word Roots!  They can and will appear on the test! 
  
 

Types of Prefixes:  Describe how to identify each Type of Prefix and provide 1-example of each. Use a 

prefix from Week 1-6 Word Roots if possible. 

1. Directional = _________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Intensifying = ________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Negating = ___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Quantifying = ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Types of Suffixes:  Describe key words which help to identify each Type of Suffix and provide 1-example 

of each. Use a suffix from Week 1-6 Word Roots if possible. 

1. Adjective = _________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Noun = _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Verb = _____________________________________________________________________________ 



Word Find:  Build the constructed words from the given clues.  Use the table of additional roots below 

and the following word roots:  centr-, crypto-, fix,  and sumpt-. 

Additional Word Roots 

completely = con- cross = cruci- origin = gen- 

related to = -ic self = ego- the act of = -ion 

  

1.                                        =  related to a  +   hidden  +  origin,  especially of diseases  

2.                                        =  the act of  being +  fastened to the   +  cross       

3.                                         =  the act of   +    taking  up  +   completely   

4.                                        =  related to thinking of   +   self  as the    +  center of everything 

 

Fill in the roots:  Breakdown each vocabulary word.  Then, name the Type of Prefix (directional, 

intensifying, negating, quantifying) and/or the Type of Suffix (adjective, noun, verb). 

  

1. encryption = the act of ________  putting  a message +  into_______   +  secret ____________code 

a.  What Type of Prefix is found in this word? ______________________ 

b. What Type of Suffix is found in this word? _______________________   

2. predominance = the state of  ________  +  ruling  ________  +  before __________or being greater   

a. What Type of Prefix is found in this word? ______________________  

b. What Type of Suffix is found in this word? _______________________      

3. suggestive = characterized by _______ + carrying _______  an idea up from + below ___________ 

a. What Type of Prefix is found in this word? ______________________  

b. What Type of Suffix is found in this word? _______________________   

4. sanctify =  to make ______________ or set apart for a  +  sacred _______________ purpose or use 

a. What Type of Suffix is found in this word? _______________________   

 

Sentence completion: Fill in the blank to complete each sentence with a vocabulary word from the Fill 

in the Roots activity above.  Note:  Only 3 of 4 vocabulary words will be used.   
  

1. When you apply online, the federal government requires the lender to keep your information secret 

by way of   ________________________ security.  

  

2. Before communion, the priest asked God to  ____________________ the meal.  

  

3. The __________________________ of animal representations in the cave art of primitive man is a 

reflections of the importance of hunting to their culture. 


